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Abstract. The τ polarisation has been studied with the e+e− → τ+τ− data collected by the DELPHI
detector at LEP in 1993, 1994 and 1995 around the Z resonance firstly through the exclusive decay
channels eνν̄, µνν̄, πν, ρν and a1ν and secondly with an inclusive hadronic analysis which benefits from a
higher efficiency and a better systematic precision. The results have been combined with those previously
published on 1990 to 1992 DELPHI data, to produce results which reflect the full LEP-1 statistics. The
fit of the τ polarisation dependence on the production angle yielded the polarisation parameters Aτ =
0.1359 ± 0.0096 and Ae = 0.1382 ± 0.0116. From these results the ratio of the vector and axial-vector
effective couplings v̄τ/āτ = 0.0683 ± 0.0048 and v̄e/āe = 0.0694 ± 0.0058 have been derived, compatible
with e−τ universality. With the assumption of lepton universality, the ratio of vector to axial-vector
effective couplings for leptons v̄l/āl = 0.0687 ± 0.0037 was obtained, implying a value of the effective weak
mixing angle sin2 θlept

eff = 0.23282 ± 0.00092.

1 Introduction

During the first phase of operation of LEP, the Large Elec-
tron Positron collider at CERN, electrons and positrons
collided at a centre-of-mass energy around the Z mass,
the dominant process being the e+e− annihilation into a
Z boson. This reaction and the subsequent Z decay to
fermion pairs takes place through the weak interaction
which is parity violating. One of the most interesting ef-
fects of this parity violation is the existence of a non-zero
average polarisation of the Z and of the final state fermion-
antifermion pair. The τ weak decay within the detector
provides a unique possibility to measure this polarisation.

In the absence of beam longitudinal polarisation, as
was the case at LEP, the average polarisation of the Z is
given in the improved Born approximation neglecting the
γ exchange, the γ − Z interference and assuming Ecm =
MZ by [1]

PZ = − 2āev̄e
ā2e + v̄2e

≡ −Ae , (1)

where v̄e and āe are respectively the vector and axial-
vector effective couplings of the electron to the Z. The
polarisation of the τ , 〈Pτ 〉, averaged over the full solid
angle is

〈Pτ 〉 = − 2āτ v̄τ

ā2
τ + v̄2

τ

≡ −Aτ , (2)

where v̄τ and āτ are respectively the vector and axial-
vector effective couplings of the τ to the Z. The positive
and negative taus are produced with opposite polarisa-
tions.

The polarisation of the Z induces a dependence of Pτ
on the polar angle Θ, defined as the angle of the outgoing
τ− with respect to the incident e− beam. At the Born
level, this has the form

Pτ (cosΘ) =
〈Pτ 〉 · (1 + cos2Θ) + PZ · 2 cosΘ
(1 + cos2Θ) + 4

3AFB · 2 cosΘ
. (3)

where AFB is the forward-backward charge asymmetry of
τ production.

Therefore with the study of the τ polarisation as a
function of the polar angle it is possible to investigate both
the Zττ and the Zee couplings. In this paper we will as-
sume the V−A structure of the weak charged current (sev-
eral experimental results support this assumption in tau
decays [2]). A DELPHI measurement of Pτ without this
assumption can be found in [3]. Several studies from DEL-
PHI [4,5] and other LEP collaborations [6] have proved
the feasibility of this procedure. With this measurement
the ratios of the effective couplings v̄e/āe and v̄τ/āτ can
each be obtained, allowing a test of e−τ universality. Fur-
thermore, this measurement removes the sign ambiguity
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present in the measurements of forward-backward charge
asymmetries where only the absolute value of the ratio of
the couplings is accessible. Finally, an estimate of the effec-
tive weak mixing parameter for leptons, sin2 θlept

eff , can be
derived from the relation v̄l/āl = 1 − 4 sin2 θlept

eff , l =e, τ .
This can be compared with results obtained from other
measurements to test the validity of the Standard Model.

The radiative corrections, centre-of-mass energy de-
pendence, γ exchange contribution and γ− Z interference
modify the above expressions to a non-negligible level,
considering the precisions achieved in this analysis. This
is discussed in Sect. 9 where a new and more precise ap-
proach for obtaining the couplings is discussed.

The results and description given in Sects. 3 to 8 are
based on a sample of Z → τ+τ− events observed in the
DELPHI detector in 1993, 1994 and 1995 corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 109.8 pb−1 at centre-of-mass
energies close to the Z mass. In Sect. 9, these results are
combined with the analysis of the 1990-1992 data, pub-
lished in [5], in order to give results of the DELPHI ex-
periment for the full LEP-1 data set. The 1990 data [4]
were combined only after integrating over the production
angle. The analysis is extended to the polar angle range
| cosΘ| < 0.94, although for some decay channels it was
restricted to the barrel section of the DELPHI detector,
| cosΘ|<0.73, to optimise the signal to background ratio.

The τ decay channels used and methods followed to
extract the polarisation are very similar to those in [5]:

– eνν̄, using a momentum estimator based on both
charged particle momentum and calorimetric energy
measurements;

– µνν̄, using the µ momentum spectrum;
– πν and Kν, using the momentum spectrum of the
π/K’s, where no attempt is made at π−K separation;

– ρν, using the variable ξ described in [7], constructed
from various decay angles and the ππ invariant mass;

– a1ν, where the a1 decays to three charged π’s, using
moments of various angular distributions sensitive to
the τ polarisation [8];

– inclusive hadron, where all one prong hadronic chan-
nels are included with no attempt to separate them
and with similar estimators to the π and ρ cases.

The main differences with respect to [5] are the exten-
sion in polar angle range of the muon and inclusive anal-
yses as well as the inclusion of a neural network based
analysis of all the one prong decays. This optimises the
channel separation, includes the new channel a1 → π2π0

and allows a global fit to the polarisation and branching
ratios.

The different techniques used to estimate the τ polar-
isation are discussed in Sect. 2. The DELPHI detector is
described in Sect. 3 and its particle identification capabil-
ities in Sect. 4. The data sample of e+e− → τ+τ− events
used in the analysis is outlined in Sect. 5. The analyses of
the exclusive decay modes and the inclusive hadronic one-
prong analysis are described in Sects. 6 and 7 respectively,
while the neural network analysis is described in Sect. 8.
The combination of the results from the different analyses

is discussed in Sect. 9 and a summary of the measurements
is provided in Sect. 10.

2 Techniques used
for τ polarisation determination

The τ polarisation is reflected in the angular distributions
of its decay products in the τ rest frame. The angular
distribution affects the momenta of the final state particles
in the laboratory frame, which can thus be used to infer
the τ polarisation.

In the case of a leptonic decay, the only information
available to determine the τ polarisation lies in the shape
of the momentum spectrum. Ignoring mass effects, at Born
level this has the form [1]

1
N

dN

dx
=

1
3
[(5 − 9x2 + 4x3) + Pτ (1 − 9x2 + 8x3)], (4)

where x is the lepton energy divided by the τ energy. The
analysis took account of mass effects and higher order cor-
rections.

For a hadronic decay τ → hν the polar angle, θh, dis-
tribution of the hadronic system h with respect to the τ
direction in the τ rest frame has the form

1
N

dN

d cos θh
=

1
2
(1 + αPτ cos θh). (5)

The angle θh can be approximately calculated from the
laboratory momentum of the hadronic system ph via the
relation

cos θh ≈
2ph

pτ
− 1 − m2

h

m2
τ

1 − m2
h

m2
τ

, (6)

where mh is the mass of the hadronic system and pτ and
mτ are the momentum and mass of the τ respectively.
For a decay containing a spin-0 hadron such as πν or Kν
the constant α is unity. These decays retain the maximum
sensitivity to Pτ .

In decays of the τ to spin-1 particles, the possibility
of several polarisation states of the spin-1 particle reduces
the sensitivity of the momentum spectrum, the constant
α having the form

α =
m2

τ − 2m2
h

m2
τ + 2m2

h

. (7)

Defining the sensitivity of a given channel as the average
precision achieved per τ decay relative to that for the πν
decay, the above expression results in a value of about 0.46
for the ρν and 0.12 for the a1ν decay. The sensitivity can
be improved by including information from the decay of
the hadronic system. The extraction of the τ polarisation
therefore involves a multidimensional distribution, which
can be written in the general form

W (~x) = f(~x) + Pτ g(~x), (8)
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with ~x representing the set of variables used. These vari-
ables are typically functions of the angles between, and the
momenta of, the final state particles. It has been shown
[7] that with no loss of information the fitting is simplified
considerably by using the one-dimensional distribution

Ŵ (ξ) = f̂(ξ)[1 + Pτ ξ], (9)

where ξ is defined as ξ = g(~x)/f(~x).
This approach was used for the measurement of the τ

polarisation in the decays τ → ρν where, in addition to
cos θh, the angle ψ of the emission of the pions in the ρ
rest frame was used to recuperate the spin information of
the hadronic system. This angle is defined by:

cosψ =
mh√

m2
h − 4m2

π

Ech − Eneu

|~pch + ~pneu| , (10)

where Ech, ~pch are the energy and momentum, in the labo-
ratory frame, of the charged pion in the decay and
Eneu, ~pneu are the energy and momentum of the π0.

In the inclusive one-prong hadronic analysis discussed
in Sect. 7 the dominant decay channel is ρν, but the polari-
sation extraction was performed including the other decay
modes, in particular the τ → a1ν. In the one prong decay
τ → a1ν, the a1 decays to ππ0π0 via the intermediate state
ρπ0. The variable cosψ defined in (10) can also be defined
experimentally for the τ → a1ν → ρπ0ν → ππ0π0ν decay
by summing over the two π0’s for the neutral energy Eneu

and momentum ~pneu. The ρ carries the spin of the a1 and
although cosψ no longer has the strict meaning of (10),
it does retain sensitivity to the polarisation state of the
a1. The 2-dimensional distribution of cos θh versus cosψ
for τ → a1ν has a similar behaviour to that for τ → ρν,
but is somewhat more smeared. The τ → a1ν and τ → ρν
can thus be fitted simultaneously in an inclusive manner
in terms of cos θh, cosψ and hadronic invariant mass with-
out significant loss of sensitivity by comparison with the
τ → ρν channel alone [9]. On the other hand a significant
increase in the statistics and reduction in the systematic
errors is found due to the looser selection.

For the decay τ → a1ν → 3π±ν a method has been
used which takes advantage of the most complete τ →
3π±ντ decay distribution determined in [10]. A fit to var-
ious moments of different angles in the 3π system is used.
This is discussed in more detail in Sect. 6.5.

The selected τ decays in each analysis were grouped in
six bins of equal width in cosΘ between −0.73 and +0.73,
plus two bins for the forward and backwards end caps up
to ±0.94. The polar angle of the decay products is a good
approximation to the τ polar angle, the two angles being
typically within 3◦ of each other.

The polarisation Pτ in each cosΘ bin for each anal-
ysis was estimated by fitting the data distributions to a
linear sum of the predicted distributions for positive and
negative polarisation states. These were generated by the
KORALZ4.0 and TAUOLA2.5 programs [11] using Monte
Carlo techniques, passed through a full detector simula-
tion [12] and reconstructed with the same program as the
data. A correction was made for the ratio of the accep-
tances of the different polarisation states. The simulated

distributions used in the fits included background events.
These were produced in the same way as for the signal
events but using the following Monte Carlo event gener-
ators: DYMU3 [13] for e+e− → µ+µ− events; BABAMC
[14], BHWIDE [15] and UNIBAB [16] for e+e− → e+e−
events; JETSET 7.3 [17] for e+e− → qq̄ events; Berends-
Daverveldt-Kleiss [18] for e+e− → (e+e−)e+e−, e+e− →
(e+e−)µ+µ− and e+e− → (e+e−)τ+τ− events.

3 The DELPHI detector

The DELPHI detector is described in detail elsewhere [19,
12]. The sub-detector units particularly relevant for this
analysis are summarised here. All these covered the full
solid angle of the analysis except where specified. In the
DELPHI reference frame the z-axis is taken along the di-
rection of the e− beam. The angle Θ is the polar angle
defined with respect to the z-axis and φ is the azimuthal
angle about this axis. The reconstruction of a charged par-
ticle trajectory in the barrel region of DELPHI resulted
from a combination of the measurements in:

– the Vertex Detector (VD), made of three layers of
24 cm long single-sided silicon microstrip modules, at
radii of 6.3, 9.0 and 11.0 cm from the beam axis. The
space point precision was typically 8 µm and the two-
track resolution was 100 µm in rφ. At the start of 1994
run, the inner and outermost layers were equipped
with double sided silicon detectors, giving an addi-
tional measurement in the z coordinate.

– the Inner Detector (ID), with an inner radius of 12 cm
and an outer radius of 28 cm. A jet chamber measured
24 rφ coordinates and provided track reconstruction.
Its two-track resolution in rφ was 1 mm and its spatial
precision 50 µm. It was surrounded by an outer part
which served mainly for triggering purposes.

– the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), extending from
30 to 122 cm in radius. This was the main detector for
the track reconstruction. It provided up to 16 space
points for pattern recognition and ionisation informa-
tion extracted from 192 wires. Every 60◦ in φ there was
a boundary region between read-out sectors about 1◦
wide which had no instrumentation. At cosΘ = 0 there
was a cathode plane which caused a reduced tracking
efficiency in the polar angle range | cosΘ|<0.035. The
TPC had a two-track resolution of about 1.5 cm in rφ
and in z.

– the Outer Detector (OD) with 5 layers of drift cells at
a radius of 2 metres from the beam axis. Each layer
provided a space point with 110 µm precision in rφ. It
covered the barrel region in θ from 43◦ to 137◦.

In the end caps, two chambers complemented the VD, ID
and TPC

– the Forward Chamber A (FCA) mounted on each side
of the TPC consisting of three modules of two stag-
gered planes of drift tubes operated in limited streamer
mode. It covered the polar angle range from 10◦ to 32◦.
The measured track elements had a precision of 290µm
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in x (horizontal), 240µm in y (vertical), 8.5 mrad in θ
and 24 mrad in Φ.

– the Forward Chamber B (FCB), a drift chamber at
±275 cm from the interaction point with 12 readout
planes. It covered the polar angle range from 11◦ to
36◦. The measured track elements had a precision of
150µm in x and y, 3.5 mrad in θ and 4/ sin(θ) mrad in
Φ.

In addition to the detectors mentioned above, the identi-
fication of the τ decay products relied on:

– the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter, a High density
Projection Chamber (HPC), covering the polar angle
region from 43◦ to 137◦. This detector lay immediately
outside the tracking detectors and inside the magnet
coil. Eighteen radiation lengths deep for perpendicu-
lar incidence, its energy resolution was ∆E/E = 6.5%
for electrons with an energy of 45.6 GeV. It had a
high granularity and provided nine layers of sampling
of shower energies. It allowed a determination of the
starting point of an electromagnetic shower with an
accuracy of 3 mrads in polar angle and 0.006 radians
in azimuthal angle. The HPC had a modularity of 15◦
in azimuthal angle. Between modules there was a re-
gion with a width of about 1◦ in azimuth where the
resolution of electromagnetic showers was degraded. In
this region a different treatment of the data had to be
carried out for certain analyses.

– the forward electromagnetic calorimeter (FEMC), con-
sisting of two arrays of 4532 Cherenkov lead glass
blocks, starting at ±284 cm from the interaction point.
It covered the polar angle region from 8◦ to 35◦. Its en-
ergy resolution was ∆E/E = 4.8% for electrons with
an energy of 45.6 GeV.

– the Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL), sensitive to hadronic
showers and minimum ionising particles. It had a seg-
mentation four layers deep, with a granularity of 3.75◦
in polar angle and 2.96◦ in azimuthal angle. Lying out-
side the magnet solenoid, it had a depth of 110 cm of
iron.

– the barrel Muon Chambers (MUB) consisting of two
layers of drift chambers, the first one situated after 90
cm of iron and the second outside the hadron calorime-
ter. The acceptance in polar angle of the outer layer
was slightly smaller than the other barrel detectors
and covered the range | cosΘ|<0.602. The polar angle
range 0.602< | cosΘ| was covered by the forward Muon
Chambers (MUF).

The Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH),
although not used in these analyses, had an important ef-
fect on the performance of the calorimetry as it contained
the majority of the material in the DELPHI barrel region.
Lying between the TPC and OD in radius, it covered the
complete polar angle region of this analysis. it was 0.6 ra-
diation lengths deep and 0.15 nuclear interaction lengths
deep for particles of perpendicular incidence.

The DELPHI trigger was highly efficient for the τ final
states, due to the redundancy existing between its differ-
ent components. From the comparison of the response of

independent components, a trigger efficiency of (99.98 ±
0.01)% within the geometrical acceptance of this analysis
has been derived.

4 Particle identification
and energy calibration

The detector response was studied extensively by using
Monte Carlo simulations as well as various test samples
of real data and simulation for which the particle identity
was known with a high degree of certainty. Examples of
such test samples are e+e− → e+e−(γ) events, e+e− →
µ+µ−(γ) events, e+e− → (e+e−)e+e− events, e+e− →
(e+e−)µ+µ− events and Compton events (scattering of a
beam electron on a virtual photon). Test samples were
also be produced using the redundancy of the detector
for particle identification. An example of such a sample is
τ → πnπ0 (n>0), selected using tagging of the π0 from
the electromagnetic calorimetry, which could be used to
measure the response of the HCAL and muon chambers
to charged pions. Further details regarding electron and
muon identification variables can be found in [20].

4.1 TPC ionisation measurement

The energy loss, dE/dx, of charged particles through ion-
isation in the TPC, gives separation between electrons
and more massive particles, particularly in the momen-
tum range below 15 GeV/c. After the removal of 20% of
wire hits with the largest pulse heights to remove tails
due to delta rays, the resolution obtained on the dE/dx
was 3% for isolated tracks in τ decays. The pull variable
Πj

dE/dx for the hypothesis of particle type j (=e, π, µ,K)
was defined as

Πj
dE/dx =

dE/dx|meas − dE/dx|exp(j)
σ(dE/dx)

, (11)

where dE/dx|meas is the measured value, dE/dx|exp(j) is
the expectation value for a particle of type j (dependent
on its momentum) and σ(dE/dx) is the resolution. Fig. 1a
shows the spectra of Πe

dE/dx, for a test sample of τ decays
to electrons selected using the electromagnetic calorime-
ters. The separation between the means of the pion and
electron signals is 3.5 standard deviations at a momen-
tum of 5 GeV/c and 2.0 standard deviations at 15 GeV/c.
Fig. 2a shows Ππ

dE/dx for a hadron test sample, selected
from τ decays.

4.2 Electromagnetic calorimetry

The HPC electromagnetic calorimeter is used for electron,
photon and π0 identification. For charged particles, Eass

is the energy of the electromagnetic shower in the HPC
associated to the track. This association requires that the
shower lie within about 4 cm of the track impact point on
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Fig. 1a,bDistribution of electron iden-
tification variables for electron test
samples: a pull dE/dx and b pull E/p
for electron hypothesis. The solid line is
for all simulation, the hatched area rep-
resents the background (anything ex-
cept τ decays to electrons) and the cir-
cles are the data

the HPC. For electrons Eass should match the measured
particle momentum within measurement errors. Muons,
which are minimum ionising, deposit on average 200 MeV
energy uniformly in depth in the HPC.

For hadrons the value is lower than for electrons be-
cause most hadrons pass through the HPC without inter-
action and those which do interact in the HPC leave a
significant energy deposition only from the decays of π0’s
in the interaction products. The ratio of the energy depo-
sition in the HPC to the reconstructed momentum has a
peak at one for electrons and a rising distribution towards
zero for hadrons. The pull variable ΠE/p is defined as

ΠE/p =
Eass/p− 1
σ (Eass/p)

, (12)

where σ(Eass/p) is the expected resolution for an elec-
tron of momentum p. ΠE/p should thus be centred on
zero with unit width for electrons and be negative for
hadrons and muons. The distribution of ΠE/p is plotted in
Fig. 1b for a test sample of τ decays to electrons selected
using the TPC ionisation, Hadron Calorimeter and Muon
Chambers. There is a good separation for momenta larger
than 1 GeV. Separation is best at highest momenta.

Electron rejection with high efficiency for hadron se-
lection can be performed using the associated energy de-
position in only the inner four layers of the HPC, corre-
sponding to about six radiation lengths for perpendicular

incidence, where electrons deposit a significant amount of
energy, while hadrons have a small interacting probability.
This is shown in Fig. 2b for hadrons from τ decays.

4.3 Photon and neutral pion identification

A photon pattern recognition [12] was performed which
identified showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter and
photons reconstructed from secondary interactions in the
detector into five different classes:

– non interacting photons detected as showers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter which are not associated
to charged particles

– photons which converted in the material before the
tracking devices and are therefore seen as pair of tracks

– photons which converted after the tracking devices and
are therefore seen as pairs of neutral showers

– secondary photons from bremsstrahlung in the detec-
tor material

– showers initiated by a hadronic interaction in the HPC.

Non-interacting photons were identified by electromag-
netic showers in the HPC which were not associated to
charged particles. K0 hadronic interactions in the HPC
may produce electromagnetic showers induced by a sec-
ondary π0 that can be confused with a photon. Similarly,
charged pion or kaons can produce secondary showers that
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are not associated to the charged particle and therefore
considered as a photon. The high granularity of the HPC
allowed many such showers to be rejected while retaining
electromagnetic showers through the study of the longitu-
dinal and transverse shower development. Further rejec-
tion of hadronic showers was performed by requiring the
shower to have an energy greater than 0.5 GeV.

Converted photons in front of the tracking detectors
are reconstructed using the TPC information. All pairs
of candidate electron tracks are extrapolated backwards
and a candidate conversion vertex is fitted. When a well
reconstructed vertex is found close to a high density region
of the detector, a photon is reconstructed from the two
tracks. A second pass looks for single track candidates
of asymmetric conversions or unresolved tracks from high
energy photons, in a similar way.

If a conversion occurs in the outer wall of the TPC
or in the RICH, the electron and positron are not recon-
structed as tracks but are seen as two neutral showers in
the HPC, increasing the neutral multiplicity. Most of these
can be reconstructed using the track element of the OD,
where the electron and positron are detected as charged
particles, together with the full three-dimensional position
and direction information given by the HPC, which allows
a vertex reconstruction as explained above.

When a photon is found close to a candidate electron
track, its compatibility with a bremsstrahlung in a high
density region of the detector was assessed, by checking

if the photon direction was tangential to the electron tra-
jectory.

In Fig. 3 the multiplicity and energy spectrum for the
γ candidates for the τ inclusive sample is shown.

Due to the finite spatial resolution of the electromag-
netic calorimeter, the probability for reconstructing a π0

as either one or two neutral showers was a function of
the energy of the π0. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a which
shows the fractions of simulated ρ± giving zero, one, two
and more than two showers or reconstructed converted γ’s
in the HPC as functions of the generated π0 energy. At
energies below 2 GeV, π0’s appeared mostly as a single γ
or remained undetected due to the energy threshold in the
HPC. Above 10 GeV, the two photons tended to be close
to one another and were often not resolved in the HPC
as two showers, although a careful study of the shower
profile can recognise a large fraction of these showers as
formed from a π0 as shown in Fig. 4b. In the intermediate
energy range there is a mixture of all effects; in about one
half of the cases the π0 is resolved as two showers and in
the other half only one shower is seen, either because the
other γ has an energy below the HPC threshold or because
the two photons are not resolved. These constraints apply
only to photons which do not convert before the TPC. If
at least one of the photons was reconstructed as a conver-
sion before the TPC, the π0 can give two photons even
at higher energy. The small fraction of π0’s giving rise to
more than two showers were due to unreconstructed pho-
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for an inclusive τ sample. Left hand
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ton conversions in front of the HPC, splitting of showers
with large fluctuations and τ decays with a fake γ induced
by hadronic interactions. The fraction of events without
any γ corresponds to π0’s lost in boundary regions be-
tween modules of the HPC, failing the identification cuts
or being wrongly associated to a track.

4.4 Hadron calorimetry and muon identification

A muon behaves as a minimum-ionising particle in the
hadron calorimeter, penetrating through to the muon
chambers. It tends to leave a constant amount of about
1.5 GeV in each of the four layers of the HCAL as well as
several hits in the muon chambers associated to the track.
On the contrary, charged hadrons either interact in the
HPC or superconducting coil and do not leave any energy
in the HCAL, or interact in the entry region of the HCAL
depositing most of their energy in the two inner layers and
very rarely reaching the muon chambers.

The different behaviour in the HCAL of hadrons and
muons is reflected in several variables that can be used for
hadron-muon separation. One of them is the mean energy
deposition per hit layer of the hadron calorimeter Ehlay,
defined by

Ehlay = EHCAL/NHlayers, (13)
where EHCAL is the total energy associated to the charged
particle in the HCAL and NHlayers is the number of layers

in the HCAL with deposited energy. In addition, the max-
imum energy deposited in any of the layers, or the energy
deposited in the last layer, gives a significant separation,
as does the number of hits in the muon chambers.

Some of these variables are shown in Fig. 5 for simu-
lated and data muon test samples.

4.5 Momentum determination and scale

A good knowledge of the momentum and energy scales is
crucial in the determination of the polarisation.

The precision on the momentum component transverse
to the beam direction, pt, obtained with the DELPHI
tracking detectors was ∆(1/pt) = 0.0008 (GeV/c)−1 for
particles, other than electrons, with the beam momentum.
An absolute calibration of the momentum was obtained
from e+e− → µ+µ− events. For lower momenta, more
representative of τ decays, the reconstructed momentum
was checked from the reconstruction of the masses of the
K0

S and the J/ψ. The absolute momentum scale for par-
ticles other than electrons was estimated to be calibrated
to a precision of 0.2% over the full momentum range.

4.6 Electromagnetic energy scale

The energy scale for electromagnetic showers in the HPC
was estimated using electrons from e+e− → e+e−(γ) and
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Compton interactions as well as photons from final state
radiative e+e− → e+e−γ, e+e− → µ+µ−γ events and
π0 → γγ from tau decays. These photons or electrons
covered the full energy range 0.5 GeV to 40 GeV. A preci-
sion on the electromagnetic energy scale of 0.2% over the
full energy range was estimated.

4.7 Electron momentum estimation

For the estimation of the momentum of electrons two vari-
ables were used. Firstly, for identification purposes, where
an estimator from the tracking system was needed, use
was made of the reconstructed momentum in the tracking
detectors. Secondly, for the extraction of the τ polarisa-
tion from the sample of identified electron candidates, use
was made of an estimator based on the combined infor-
mation from the tracking system and the electromagnetic
calorimetry to estimate as accurately as possible the true
momentum of the decay electrons. The combination was
based on the observation that both the measured momen-
tum, p, and the associated electromagnetic energy, Eass,
tended to be biased towards lower values than the true
electron momentum. Whereas the momentum bias origi-
nated from bremsstrahlung in front of the TPC, the bias
on the electromagnetic energy was primarily caused by
edge effects in the HPC close to boundary regions be-
tween modules. The value of Eass/p was used to indi-

cate whether p or Eass was a more reliable estimator for
a given electron candidate. This relied on the fact that
the downward biases of the two estimators cause oppo-
site effects on the value of Eass/p. An algorithm was con-
structed such that, when Eass/p was consistent with the
electron hypothesis, i.e. close to unity, the two estimators p
and Eass were combined through a weighted mean, where
the weights were inversely proportional to the square of
the measurement uncertainties. However, the further the
value of Eass/p was away from the electron hypothesis,
the more the weight of the estimator with the lower value
was scaled down relative to the other. In this way the
downward bias in the momentum estimation was reduced
significantly and the precision was improved by exploiting
all available information. The final electron momentum es-
timator, pel, was then obtained by adding to this weighted
mean the energy of any γ’s tagged as originating from a
bremsstrahlung.

The calibration of pel was performed with electron
samples where the true momentum was known from kine-
matic constraints. Non-radiative decays of the Z into e+e−
pairs provided a high statistics calibration of the high end
of the momentum spectrum. Radiative e+e− → e+e−γ
events covered the important momentum range between
20 and 35 GeV/c.

From a comparison of the real data and simulation for
the three test samples, pel was shown to be calibrated to
a precision of 0.5%, arising from the limited number of
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events in the test sample. Note that although the scale
of this estimator is less precisely known than both the
momentum and the electromagnetic energy (due to the
fact that fewer events could be used in the test sample),
the general behaviour of the estimator was much better
and leads to smaller systematic errors. Simulation stud-
ies showed that for a given true value of momentum: the
distribution of the estimator pel was better fit by a Gaus-
sian function than either the momentum or the associated
electromagnetic energy; the width of the Gaussian was
narrower; and the tails (due to radiation) were reduced.

5 Event sample

The data sample corresponded to an integrated luminosity
of 109.8 pb−1 composed of: 47.4 pb−1 at Ecm = 91.2 GeV
in 1994; 29.6 pb−1 at three centre-of-mass energies around
the Z peak for 1993 (9.4 pb−1 at 89.2 GeV, 15.7pb−1 at
91.2 GeV and 4.5 pb−1 at 93.2 GeV); 32.8 pb−1 at similar
centre-of-mass energies around the Z peak for 1995 (9.2
pb−1 at 89.2 GeV, 14.3pb−1 at 91.2 GeV and 9.3 pb−1

at 93.2 GeV). The previously published data [5] corre-
sponded to 33.6 pb−1 with data taken from Ecm = 88.5
to 93.7 GeV in 1990, 1991 and 1992. The data sample was
selected according to the criteria outlined below. It con-
sisted of a high purity sample of dileptonic events (e+e− →

e+e−, µ+µ−, τ+τ−) where cosmic rays, e+e− → qq̄ and
e+e− → (e+e−)X two-photon events had been removed.
Backgrounds from the e+e− and µ+µ− final states were
removed later in a channel specific way in order to min-
imise biases.

At LEP energies, a τ+τ− event appears as two highly
collimated low multiplicity jets in approximately opposite
directions. An event was separated into hemispheres by a
plane perpendicular to the event thrust axis, where the
thrust was calculated using all charged particles. To be
included in the sample, it was required that the highest
momentum charged particle in at least one of the two
hemispheres lie in the polar angle region | cosΘ|<0.940.

Background from e+e− → qq̄ events was reduced by
requiring a charged particle multiplicity less than or equal
to six, and an isolation angle, defined as the minimum an-
gle between any two charged particles in different hemi-
spheres, greater than 160◦.

Cosmic rays and beam-gas events were rejected by re-
quiring that the highest momentum charged particle in
each hemisphere be consistent with coming from the in-
teraction region. The points of closest approach were both
required to be less than 4.5 cm in z and less than 1.5 cm
in the rφ plane, with at least one of them being less than
0.3 cm in the rφ plane. It was furthermore required that
these particles have a difference in z of their points of clos-
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est approach at the interaction region of less than 3 cm.
The offset in z of tracks in opposite hemispheres of the
TPC was sensitive to the time of passage of a cosmic ray
event with respect to the interaction time of the beams.
The background left in the selected sample was computed
from the data by interpolating the distributions outside
the selected regions.

Two-photon events were removed by requiring total
energy in the event to be greater than 8 GeV and total
transverse momentum to be greater than 0.4 GeV/c.

The preceding requirements were used to produce a
sample which contained most of the τ+τ− events as well
as a large fraction of e+e− and µ+µ− events, while other
backgrounds were suppressed. It was estimated from sim-
ulation to have an efficiency of 87% for τ+τ− within the
polar angle fiducial region. Approximately 105000 τ+τ−
events remained after application of all the cuts described
above (including the whole statistics from 1990 to 1995).
Real data and simulated test samples were used to es-
timate the background in the sample: 0.8% of selected
events were estimated to come from e+e− → qq̄ events
and 0.4% from two-photon events. The cosmic ray con-
tamination was negligible.

Contamination from e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → e+e−
events in the samples where both taus had decayed to
a single track was reduced by requiring that the event
acollinearity θacol = cos−1(−~p1 · ~p2/(|~p1||~p2|)) be greater
than 0.5◦. The variables ~p1 and ~p2 are the momenta of the
highest momentum charged particles in either hemisphere
1 or 2. This cut was applied for all except the τ → π(K)ν
analysis where the µ+µ− and e+e− final states were not
significant backgrounds.

For the analyses of eνν̄, µνν̄, ρν and a1ν decays, the
background from µ+µ− and e+e− final states was reduced
further by requiring that prad = (|~p1|2 + |~p2|2)1/2 be less
than the beam momentum pbeam and that Erad = (E2

1 +
E2

2)1/2 be less than the beam energy Ebeam. The variables
E1 and E2 are the total electromagnetic energies deposited
in cones of half angle 30◦ about the momentum vectors ~p1
and ~p2 respectively.

Different dilepton rejection cuts were used in the neu-
ral network analysis. In addition to the acollinearity cut,
events with a one versus one charged particle topology
were rejected with cuts depending on the value of the vari-
able PEmax. This was defined as the maximum of |~p1|,
|~p2|, Eass,1 and Eass,2, where Eass,i was the electromag-
netic energy associated to the highest momentum particle
in hemisphere i. Bhabha background was reduced by re-
moving events with PEmax greater than 0.8 ×Ebeam and
Eass/|~p| greater than 0.5 for the hemisphere from which
PEmax was obtained. Furthermore, Bhabha events with
potentially poorly measured electromagnetic energy were
rejected if PEmax > 0.8 × Ebeam and the extrapolation
of the charged particle track to the HPC lay within 1◦
of the centre of an HPC azimuthal boundary. Dimuon
background was reduced by rejecting events with PEmax

greater than 0.88 × Ebeam and Eass/|~p| less than 0.06 for
the hemisphere from which PEmax was obtained, consis-

tent with the signal of a minimum ionising particle in the
HPC.

6 Exclusive τ decays

6.1 τ → eνν̄

A τ → eνν̄ decay has the signature of an isolated charged
particle which produces an electromagnetic shower in the
HPC and leaves an ionisation deposition in the TPC corre-
sponding to the plateau region above the relativistic rise.
Backgrounds from other τ decays arise principally from
one-prong hadronic decays where either the hadron inter-
acts early in the HPC or an accompanying π0 decay is
wrongly associated to the charged particle track. The po-
larisation was derived from a fit to the spectrum of the
electron momentum estimator pel described in Sect. 4.7.

To be identified as an electron candidate [20] it was
required that the hemisphere contain a single charged par-
ticle whose momentum was greater than 0.01 × pbeam. To
ensure optimal performance of the HPC, it was required
that the track lie in the polar angle region 0.035< | cosΘ|<
0.707, and its extrapolation to the HPC be further than
1◦ from the centre of an HPC azimuthal boundary region.

As dE/dx played an important role in the selection, it
was demanded that the particle track had at least 38 wires
with an ionisation measurement in the TPC. This led to
a 4% loss of tracks around the boundary regions of the
TPC sectors which was well described by the simulation.
It was required that the dE/dx measurement be compat-
ible with that of an electron by demanding that the pull
Πe

dE/dx be greater than −2. This significantly reduced the
background from hadrons and muons, especially at low
momentum, with a very low loss of signal.

The background was reduced further with a logical
OR of two independent sets of selection criteria based on
the HPC and the TPC dE/dx respectively. This ensured
a high identification efficiency over the full momentum
range. It was required that:

– either the associated HPC energy was compatible with
the momentum p, the pull ΠE/p was greater than −1.5
and the momentum was greater than 0.05 × pbeam

– or the TPC dE/dx signal more than three standard
deviations above that expected for a pion, Ππ

dE/dx > 3,
and the momentum was less than 0.5 × pbeam.

The first criterion had an overall efficiency of 88%. The
second criterion had an overall efficiency of 36%, varying
from 99.5% for the lowest momentum particles to 10% for
momenta of about 20 GeV/c.

In order to reduce the residual background from
hadronic τ decays it was required that the particle had
no muon chamber hits and no associated energy in the
HCAL beyond the first layer. Furthermore there could be
no neutral HPC shower with an energy greater than 4
GeV in a cone of half angle 18◦ about the track. Neutral
showers compatible with a bremsstrahlung photon were
not included in this cut.
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The identification criteria were studied using test sam-
ples of real data. The efficiency in the high momentum re-
gion was obtained from a sample of e+e− → e+e− events
and in the low momentum region from a sample of e+e− →
(e+e−)e+e− events. For intermediate momenta the redun-
dancy between the dE/dx and HPC criteria was exploited
to give a precise determination of each of the two. Since
the simulation showed that the two criteria were instru-
mentally uncorrelated, the overall efficiency was computed
from the two independent measurements. An identifica-
tion efficiency of 90% within the angular and momentum
acceptance (excluding the loss due to the cut on the num-
ber of TPC wires for dE/dx) was derived. In a similar
manner, using the redundancy of the dE/dx and HPC
identification requirements, the background from other τ
decays, primarily the τ → ρν channel, was found to be
(2.2 ± 0.2)%.

Most e+e− → e+e− events were rejected with the event
acollinearity cut θacol > 0.5◦. Remaining Bhabha contami-
nation was reduced with the cuts on Prad and Erad defined
in Sect. 5.

Background from e+e− → (e+e−)e+e− events was re-
duced in events with only one charged particle in each
hemisphere, where both had a momentum less than 0.2 ×
pbeam, by requiring that the dE/dx for the opposite hemi-
sphere track be inconsistent with that of an electron.

The selection efficiency within the angular acceptance
for τ → eνν̄ decays was 72% after the Bhabha rejection
cuts, with a background of (1.6 ± 0.5)% from Bhabha
events and (0.33 ± 0.10)% from e+e− → (e+e−)e+e−

events. The background from other τ decays was (2.1 ±
0.2)%. The selected sample consisted of 18273 candidate
decays. The pel spectrum summed over all bins in cosΘ
is shown in Fig. 6, with the simulated spectrum for the
fitted value of 〈Pτ 〉 superimposed.

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the six bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 1. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The contributions to the systematic error in 〈Pτ 〉 (sum-
marised in Table 3) included that due to the identification
efficiency (0.025), estimated from cross-checking of dE/dx
and HPC cuts. The uncertainty from backgrounds had
two contributions, one corresponding to the uncertainty of
their amount, which contributed with 0.020, and another
for the momentum description of the Bhabha background,
mainly due to the treatment of the double radiation in the
Monte Carlo generators [14–16], contributing with 0.015.
The uncertainty in the electron momentum scale gave an
uncertainty of 0.030 and the finite simulation statistics an
error of 0.013, resulting in a total systematic uncertainty
of 0.048.

6.2 τ → µνν̄

In τ → µνν̄ decays the τ polarisation was measured using
the reconstructed momentum spectrum for the candidate
decays, which were identified using techniques described
in Sect. 4.4.

In order to identify such a decay it was required [20]
that there be only one charged particle track in a hemi-
sphere and that it be able to penetrate to the outside of the
DELPHI magnet iron. Thus the charged particle recon-
structed momentum had to be greater than 0.05 × pbeam.
To maintain a high efficiency and good purity over all the
polar angle range a particle was identified as a muon if
one of the two following criteria was fulfilled:
– no single HCAL layer had more than 3 GeV of de-

posited energy and the outermost had at least 0.2 GeV
– at least two hits in the muon chambers were associated

to the track.
Since the two cuts are independent except for very low

momentum muons that stop in the iron, the efficiency of
each one can be estimated from the data itself. The com-
parison of the efficiency and its momentum dependence
estimated from data and simulation provided a powerful
cross-check of this stage of the selection.

Most of the remaining background came from energetic
charged pions reaching the outer HCAL layers or even the
muon chambers. Those hemispheres were removed requir-
ing the average HCAL energy (defined in Sect. 4.4) to be
less than 2 GeV. Since a large fraction of the τ decays
to charged pions also involve π0’s, this background was
suppressed further by requiring that at most 3 GeV was
detected in the electromagnetic calorimeters in a cone of
18◦ degrees around the track.

After these cuts, the fraction of remaining pions tracks
was small but there was still an important contribution
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Table 1. τ polarisation values in bins of cosΘ for the eνν̄, µνν̄, πν, and
ρν analyses, for the 1991 and 1992 published data, 1993 to 1995 new
data and combination of 1991 to 1995. Errors are statistical only

91–92 93–95 91–95
cosΘ range τ → eνν̄

−0.732,−0.488 −0.063 ± 0.171 −0.082 ± 0.103 −0.078 ± 0.088
−0.488,−0.244 −0.118 ± 0.169 +0.057 ± 0.100 +0.070 ± 0.086
−0.244, 0.000 +0.044 ± 0.217 −0.165 ± 0.106 −0.132 ± 0.096

0.000,+0.244 −0.583 ± 0.226 −0.278 ± 0.106 −0.323 ± 0.096
+0.244,+0.488 −0.180 ± 0.174 −0.238 ± 0.101 −0.226 ± 0.087
+0.488,+0.732 −0.315 ± 0.173 −0.298 ± 0.107 −0.302 ± 0.091

cosΘ range τ → µνν̄

−0.940,−0.732 − −0.018 ± 0.088 −0.018 ± 0.088
−0.732,−0.488 −0.166 ± 0.159 +0.058 ± 0.079 +0.022 ± 0.071
−0.488,−0.244 −0.040 ± 0.166 −0.147 ± 0.086 −0.129 ± 0.076
−0.244, 0.000 +0.109 ± 0.182 −0.047 ± 0.096 −0.019 ± 0.085

0.000,+0.244 +0.219 ± 0.181 −0.118 ± 0.099 −0.054 ± 0.087
+0.244,+0.488 −0.275 ± 0.175 −0.295 ± 0.088 −0.292 ± 0.079
+0.488,+0.732 +0.009 ± 0.146 −0.233 ± 0.083 −0.185 ± 0.072
+0.732,+0.940 − −0.115 ± 0.088 −0.115 ± 0.088

cosΘ range τ → πν

−0.732,−0.488 −0.191 ± 0.091 −0.102 ± 0.060 −0.124 ± 0.050
−0.488,−0.244 −0.104 ± 0.084 −0.048 ± 0.054 −0.061 ± 0.045
−0.244, 0.000 −0.008 ± 0.095 −0.282 ± 0.060 −0.220 ± 0.051

0.000,+0.244 −0.281 ± 0.093 −0.026 ± 0.059 −0.084 ± 0.050
+0.244,+0.488 −0.295 ± 0.082 −0.300 ± 0.050 −0.399 ± 0.043
+0.488,+0.732 −0.295 ± 0.087 −0.315 ± 0.059 −0.310 ± 0.049

cosΘ range τ → ρν

−0.732,−0.488 −0.099 ± 0.079 +0.072 ± 0.051 +0.031 ± 0.043
−0.488,−0.244 −0.037 ± 0.081 −0.094 ± 0.053 −0.080 ± 0.045
−0.244, 0.000 +0.080 ± 0.079 −0.152 ± 0.062 −0.079 ± 0.049

0.000,+0.244 +0.123 ± 0.077 −0.126 ± 0.061 −0.047 ± 0.048
+0.244,+0.488 −0.349 ± 0.083 −0.207 ± 0.053 −0.240 ± 0.044
+0.488,+0.732 −0.141 ± 0.079 −0.273 ± 0.048 −0.244 ± 0.041

from muons not produced in a τ decay but from the reac-
tion e+e− → µ+µ−. Additional requirements were applied
to reject these. Events with Prad > 1 (as defined in Sect. 5)
or a momentum larger than 80% of Ebeam in the hemi-
sphere opposite to the muon candidate were discarded.
When both τ ’s in the event were identified as decaying to
muons, only those with a total energy less than 70% of
the Ecm were accepted.

The detection efficiency and its momentum
dependence were estimated from simulation and were
checked and corrected using the redundancy of the HCAL
and MUB as well as with µ test samples [20]. The misiden-
tification efficiency of the HCAL and MUB criteria for
background τ decays was checked by a comparison of real
data and simulated samples of τ → hνnπ0, (n>0), selected
by the existence of one or more tagged π0’s.

In the barrel the number of candidate τ decays re-
maining after these cuts was 20898. The overall efficiency

to identify a τ → µνν̄ decay inside the barrel angular
and momentum acceptance was 85%. The background was
composed of (1.39 ± 0.08)% from other τ decays, (0.42 ±
0.04)% from µ+µ− events, (1.19 ± 0.08)% from e+e− →
(e+e−)µ+µ− events, (0.40 ± 0.04)% from e+e− →
(e+e−)τ+τ− events and (0.17 ± 0.01)% from cosmic rays.

In the end-caps, additional cuts were needed to re-
duce the higher background from two photon collisions.
The acollinearity cut described in Sect. 5 was tightened
to 1◦ and energy deposition in the luminosity monitors
was required to be less than 5 GeV. A total of 6962 candi-
dates were selected with an efficiency of 81% and a total
background of 8.0% which was dominated by e+e− →
(e+e−)µ+µ− (3.4%), µ+µ− (1.4%) and other τ decays
(2.6%).

The momentum spectrum summed over all bins in
cosΘ is shown in Fig. 7, with the simulated spectrum for
the fitted value of 〈Pτ 〉 superimposed.
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Table 2. τ polarisation values in bins of cosΘ for the a1ν, inclusive and
neural network analyses, for the 1991 and 1992 published data, 1993 to
1995 new data and combination of 1991 to 1995. Errors are statistical
only

91–92 93–95 91–95
cosΘ range τ → a1ν

−0.732,−0.488 +0.137 ± 0.141 −0.045 ± 084 −0.006 ± 0.072
−0.488,−0.244 −0.110 ± 0.145 +0.056 ± 0.091 +0.017 ± 0.077
−0.244, 0.000 −0.136 ± 0.141 −0.108 ± 0.112 −0.117 ± 0.088

0.000,+0.244 −0.100 ± 0.202 −0.240 ± 0.107 −0.215 ± 0.094
+0.244,+0.488 −0.420 ± 0.162 −0.138 ± 0.098 −0.199 ± 0.084
+0.488,+0.732 −0.363 ± 0.177 −0.247 ± 0.087 −0.265 ± 0.078

cosΘ range Inclusive
−0.940,−0.732 − +0.006 ± 0.046 +0.006 ± 0.046
−0.732,−0.488 −0.115 ± 0.051 −0.002 ± 0.025 −0.019 ± 0.022
−0.488,−0.244 +0.061 ± 0.055 −0.014 ± 0.026 −0.004 ± 0.023
−0.244, 0.000 −0.105 ± 0.055 −0.116 ± 0.028 −0.114 ± 0.025

0.000,+0.244 −0.165 ± 0.057 −0.137 ± 0.028 −0.141 ± 0.025
+0.244,+0.488 −0.268 ± 0.048 −0.189 ± 0.025 −0.203 ± 0.022
+0.488,+0.732 −0.273 ± 0.045 −0.256 ± 0.024 −0.259 ± 0.021
+0.732,+0.940 − −0.209 ± 0.045 −0.209 ± 0.045

cosΘ range Neural network
−0.732,−0.488 − −0.018 ± 0.028 −0.018 ± 0.028
−0.488,−0.244 − −0.046 ± 0.029 −0.046 ± 0.029
−0.244, 0.000 − −0.080 ± 0.034 −0.080 ± 0.034

0.000,+0.244 − −0.181 ± 0.034 −0.181 ± 0.034
+0.244,+0.488 − −0.225 ± 0.028 −0.225 ± 0.028
+0.488,+0.732 − −0.237 ± 0.027 −0.237 ± 0.027

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the eight bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 1. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The effect on 〈Pτ 〉 of the uncertainties on the esti-
mation of the efficiency and misidentification probability
of hadronic τ decays amounted to 0.005 and 0.001 re-
spectively in the barrel. Other significant contributions to
the systematic errors were: contamination from e+e− →
µ+µ− events (0.007), contamination from two photon
events (0.003); the momentum resolution uncertainty and
momentum scale (0.009); the finite simulation statistics
(0.009). The effect of other backgrounds was negligible.
The total systematic uncertainty was 0.018 and the main
contributions are summarised in Table 3.

Systematic errors in the end cap were treated in a sim-
ilar way. The total uncertainty was 0.033 and included the
following main contributions: the uncertainty in the muon
identification momentum dependence (0.010); the uncer-
tainty in the background contamination from hadronic
misidentification (0.001); contamination from e+e− →
µ+µ− events (0.018), e+e− → (e+e−)µ+µ− and e+e− →
(e+e−)τ+τ− events (0.008); the momentum resolution un-
certainty and momentum scale (0.016) and the finite sim-

ulation statistics (0.016). The effect of other backgrounds
was negligible.

6.3 τ → πν

A typical πν or Kν decay is characterised by a single iso-
lated charged particle which deposits energy deep in the
HPC or in the HCAL. The separation of pions from elec-
trons and muons requires the use of almost all components
of the DELPHI detector. An important background arises
from τ → ρν → ππ0ν decays where the π0 is not detected
due to threshold effects, dead regions in the calorimeter
or photons failing the quality cuts.

For efficient suppression of muons it was required that
the isolated charged particle has a momentum exceeding
0.067×pbeam. To avoid inefficient regions of the calorime-
try it was also required to lie in the polar angular region
0.035 < | cosΘ| < 0.707.

The separation of pions from muons relied on the ob-
served signal in the HCAL and muon chambers as de-
scribed in Sect. 4.4. Pion behaviour in the calorimeters
can be divided into three categories: pions which interact
in the HPC; pions which stop early in the HCAL; and pi-
ons which ‘punch through’ to the outer part of the HCAL
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polarisation contributions respectively

and muon chambers. For a better treatment of each case,
the candidates were treated differently according to the
mean energy per layer deposited in the HCAL as defined
in Sect. 4.4. In the range 0 < Ehlay < 3 GeV the ratio of
pions to muons was low. As these pions tended to have low
momentum and did not penetrate deep into the HCAL,
a muon veto was applied by excluding all particles which
were observed in the muon chambers or the outer layer
of the HCAL. For Ehlay ≥ 3 GeV the ratio of pions to
muons was high and a muon veto was applied by exclud-
ing particles only if they were observed in the outer layers
of the muon chambers. Finally if no energy deposition was
observed, the pion tended to have interacted in the HPC
and only hemispheres with at least 0.5 GeV electromag-
netic deposition and no muon chamber hits were retained.

For electron rejection it was required that the elec-
tromagnetic energy deposited by the charged particle in
the first four HPC layers did not exceed 350 MeV, and
that the dE/dx did not exceed the expected signal of a
pion by more than two standard deviations: Ππ

dE/dx < 2.
Within 0.5◦ of an azimuthal boundary between HPC mod-
ules, where the rejection power of the HPC criterion was
poorer, the dE/dx requirement was tightened by requiring
that Ππ

dE/dx < 1.
A further reduction of the background from electrons

and muons was ensured by requiring that the charged par-
ticle was either observed in the HCAL or deposited at least
500 MeV in the last five layers of the HPC.

The remaining internal background, from other τ de-
cays, was dominated by hadronic τ decays containing π0’s.

Those were rejected with the requirement that there be no
identified photons in a cone of half angle 18◦ around the
charged pion.

The background from e+e− → e+e−(γ) was reduced
with the Erad cut described in Sect. 5 and e+e− →
µ+µ−(γ) events were rejected by requirements on the
hemisphere opposite to the identified candidate decay in
order not to bias the pion momentum spectrum. It was
required that the highest momentum charged particle in
that hemisphere lie in the polar angle region 0.035 <
| cosΘ| < 0.732 and that its momentum was less than
0.75 × pbeam.

The identification efficiency and misidentification
probabilities were estimated from simulation and checked
using test samples, applying small corrections where
needed. The efficiencies of the muon and electron rejec-
tion criteria were investigated using a sample of charged
hadrons from τ decays to ρν and a1ν tagged by the pres-
ence of a π0 in the HPC. The misidentification probabil-
ities were obtained from samples of electrons and muons
tagged by kinematic constraints or by the use of indepen-
dent detector components.

The overall identification efficiency within the angular
and momentum acceptance was estimated to be 58%.

A total of 6402 candidate decays was selected. The
estimated background from other τ decays was 9.9%, with
a contribution of 5.3% from the ρν mode. The background
of Z decays into electron or muon pairs was 0.6%. Other
backgrounds were negligible.

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the six bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 1. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The momentum spectrum of all selected candidates is
shown in Fig. 8 with the simulated spectrum for the fitted
value of 〈Pτ 〉 superimposed.

The uncertainty in 〈Pτ 〉 due to the momentum scale
was negligible for this channel. The systematic uncertainty
in 〈Pτ 〉 was 0.022 and included the following contribu-
tions (summarised in Table 3): the muon rejection effi-
ciency (0.017); electron rejection efficiency (0.007); γ re-
jection efficiency (0.010); and external background esti-
mates (0.002) which were dominated by the µ+µ− and
e+e− background. The uncertainty due to radiative cor-
rections to the τ decay process [21] contributed an er-
ror of 0.001. The uncertainty due to the finite simulation
statistics was 0.007.

6.4 τ → ρν

The τ decay to ρν was selected by requesting an isolated
charged particle in the polar angle region | cosΘ|< 0.732
with an accompanying π0 candidate also in the barrel and
within 20◦ of the charged particle.

On account of the different detector responses as a
function of π0 energy (Sect. 4.3) a candidate ρ had to
have one of the two following topologies:
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Fig. 8. The spectrum, for τ → π(K)ν decays as a function of
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– two photons with an angle between them of less than
10◦ and an invariant mass lying in the range
0.04 GeV/c2 to 0.25 GeV/c2;

– a single shower with more than 6 GeV and with a shape
compatible with that of a π0.

The γγ invariant mass for all the candidate hemispheres
in the two photons topologies and the ππ0 invariant mass
distributions are shown in Fig. 9. To reduce background it
was required that the reconstructed total invariant mass
lie in the range 0.48 GeV/c2 to 1.20 GeV/c2. The sam-
ple remaining after the cuts contained 19734 τ decays.
The selection efficiency inside the angular acceptance was
45%. The remaining background from other τ decays was
17.4% dominated by a contribution of 14.7% from the
ππ0π0ν channel; Contamination from e+e− → e+e−(γ)
and e+e− → µ+µ−(γ) events was negligible.

The polarisation was estimated using the variable ξ
described in (9). This variable was a function of the decay
angle of the ρ in the τ rest frame, of the π± in the ρ rest
frame and of the hadronic invariant mass.

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the six bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 1. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The ξ spectrum summed over all bins in cosΘ is shown
in Fig. 10, with the simulated spectrum for the fitted value
of 〈Pτ 〉 superimposed.

The systematic uncertainty in 〈Pτ 〉 due to the finite
statistics of the simulation was 0.006. An uncertainty of
0.009 due to the π0’s identification was estimated by vary-
ing the identification criteria and from data and simula-
tion comparison. Uncertainty of the HPC energy resolu-
tion and scale resulted in an error of 0.011. The uncer-
tainty coming from the internal background was 0.008 and
was dominated by the estimation of the fraction of a1 be-
ing accepted by the total invariant mass cut. By following
the same procedure as in Sect. 6.3 the uncertainty due to
radiative corrections was estimated to be 0.001. The un-
certainty in the momentum scale had a negligible effect.
The total systematic uncertainty was 0.017 and the main
contributions are summarised in Table 3.

6.5 τ → a1ν → π−π+π±ν

The decay τ → 3π±ντ is characterised by a topology con-
taining three charged particles with no neutral electro-
magnetic energy present in that hemisphere.

The first requirement in the selection of such events
was that the hemisphere contain three charged particles
with the absolute value of the sum of their charges equal
to unity. The vector sum of their momenta, ~P 3π

vis, had to
lie in the polar angle region | cosΘ| < 0.732 and have a
magnitude greater than 1

3 Ebeam. As the three particles
should originate from a τ decay it was required that the
invariant mass of the 3π system be less than 2 GeV/c2.

To reduce background from one-prong τ decays with
accompanying photons which converted and were not iden-
tified, the microvertex detector was used. Most conver-
sions take place after this detector which, together with
the beam-pipe, accounts for about 2% of a radiation length
of material. Most e+e− from conversions are thus not ex-
pected to produce a signal in the microvertex detector. It
was demanded that at least two of the three tracks have
at least two associated hits in the microvertex detector.

Hemispheres with three prongs accompanied by pho-
tons were rejected except in the case of a single photon
with less than 1.5 GeV. These photons had to satisfy the
requirements described in Sect. 4.3. A photon was assigned
to the 3π hemisphere if the angle between the photon and
the 3π resultant momentum direction was less than 30◦.

A τ → 3πnγν (n>0) decay can also fake a τ → 3π±ντ

event if the photons overlap with the charged particles
and are associated to them. To reject these decays and
suppress photon conversions further, an additional cut was
applied, E3π

4 /P 3π
vis < 0.3, where E3π

4 is the sum of the
energy deposited in the first four layers of the HPC and
associated to the tracks.

To reduce non-resonant background, it was required
that at least one of the two possible π+π− combinations
have an invariant mass in the range 0.6 GeV/c2 < mπ+π−

< 1.2 GeV/c2. This cut was asymmetric with respect to
the ρ peak because the background should peak in the
low mass region, as was the case for the distribution of
like sign charged combinations.

These cuts produced a sample of 6827 candidate a1ν.
The efficiency within the polar angle acceptance was 47%.
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Fig. 9a,b. a γγ and b πnγ invariant
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The background from other τ decays was estimated to be
14.1%, while other backgrounds were negligible. The 3π
invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 11.

The Pτ measurement was performed with a method
proposed in [8] based on moments of various decay dis-
tributions, as advocated by Kühn and Mirkes [10], whose
notation is followed below.

The τ → 3π±ντ decay rate can be written as

dΓτ→πππντ
∝

∑
X

L̄XWXdγd cos θhd cosβdQ2ds1ds2,

(14)

where θh is the angle in the τ rest frame between the
τ flight direction and the direction of emission of the
hadronic system, β is the angle in the hadronic rest frame
between the normal to the 3π decay plane and the di-
rection of the hadrons in the laboratory system, and γ
corresponds to a rotation around the normal to the decay
plane and determines the orientation of the pions within
their production plane. The hadronic structure functions
WX contain the dynamics of the 3π decay and depend
in general on the invariant masses s1, s2 of the two π+π−
combinations and on Q2, the invariant mass of the 3π sys-
tem. The lepton factors L̄X are functions of the angles θh,
β and γ. They also depend on Pτ .

The hadronic structure functions WX do not factorize
in expression (14). Hence, for a given set of cos θh, γ, cosβ,
s1, s2, and Q2, the WX(s1, s2, Q2) must be calculated in
order to perform a fit to the polarisation. In general, the
result will depend on the particular model assumed for
the hadronic current.

The values of Pτ are derived from a combined fit to the
cos θh distribution and the one-dimensional distributions
of the following set of moments as a function of cos θh:

〈(3 cos2 β − 1)/2〉, 〈cos 2γ〉,
Additional moments which depend on the invariant masses
s1 and s2 were proposed in [8] but, being less sensitive and
strongly correlated with the other two, the reduction in
the statistical error was small, while potential systematic
errors introduced by the model were larger.

Fits to each of the distributions have been performed,
always finding consistent values, thus allowing cross-checks
of the fitting procedure.

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the six bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 2. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The data for the two moments, summed over all cosΘ
bins, are shown in Fig. 12.

The method used for measuring Pτ relates the various
components of the hadronic current. Thus, particular care
should be taken in understanding possible biases due to
the model dependence of the hadronic structure functions
WX . The effects of changing the Breit-Wigner parame-
ters, of using different theoretical models [22–24] and of
the possible presence of a scalar contribution have been
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investigated. However, it was found that the model de-
pendence was marginal when the moments based on s1
and s2 were not included. The uncertainty in 〈Pτ 〉 arising
from the theoretical modelling of a1 decays was estimated
to be 0.0015, by comparing the results using the different
models. Other systematic errors in 〈Pτ 〉 were: the γ recon-
struction efficiency and fake γ misidentification probabil-
ity estimation (0.024); other selection cuts (0.016) mainly
from the VD association efficiency uncertainty; the mo-
mentum scale and resolution (0.013) and the finite sim-
ulation statistics (0.012). The uncertainty due to the ac-
ceptance in cos θh was found to be negligible. The total
systematic uncertainty was 0.033 and the main contribu-
tions are summarised in Table 3.

7 Inclusive τ → one-prong hadronic decay

The highest sensitivity to the τ polarisation is obtained
in the decays to πν and ρν. The identification of these
channels however requires stringent cuts in order to avoid
background contamination, mostly due to hadronic decays
with more π0’s.

An inclusive measurement was made of the polarisa-
tion for decays to a single charged hadron with or without
accompanying π0’s. This increased the selection efficiency,
at the expense of a somewhat lower sensitivity per decay to
the polarisation. Hemispheres with only one charged par-
ticle (after the γ conversion reconstruction) were accepted.
The track had to lie in the polar angle range | cosΘ|<0.73
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Table 3. Summary of the main contributions to the systematic error for the exclusive channels for 1993
to 1995 data. The two columns for the τ → µνν̄ channel correspond to barrel and forward analyses

τ → eνν̄ τ → µνν̄ (br.) τ → µνν̄ (fw.) τ → π(K)ν τ → ρν τ → 3π±ντ

e id./rej. 0.025 − − 0.007 − −
µ id./rej. − 0.005 0.020 0.017 − −

γ and π0 id./rej. − − − 0.010 0.009 0.024
external back. 0.025 0.008 0.020 0.002 − −

energy scale/resol. 0.030 0.009 0.009 − 0.011 0.013
simulation stat. 0.013 0.009 0.016 0.007 0.006 0.012

others − − − 0.001 0.008 0.016
total 0.048 0.018 0.033 0.022 0.017 0.033

or 0.8< | cosΘ|< 0.94. Furthermore, the extrapolation of
the τ decay track to the HPC had to lie more than 0.5◦
away from any azimuthal boundary region of the HPC
as the HPC response to electrons near these regions was
degraded, rendering electron rejection more difficult.

The analysis was performed as a function of the
hadronic invariant mass, mh, computed from the charged
particle track and all photons in a cone of half angle 30◦
about the track. It was assumed that the charged parti-
cle had the mass of a pion. For identification purposes,
the data were separated in two regions of hadronic mass:
mh < 0.3 GeV/c2, and 0.3 GeV/c2 < mh < 1.9 GeV/c2.
These regions correspond to the dominant decay being πν
with no π0’s produced or ρν and a1ν with one or several
π0’s.

The first stage of electron rejection was performed us-
ing the dE/dx of the TPC. In the barrel region, it was
required that Ππ

dE/dx < 2. This cut was particularly im-
portant in the low momentum region. Additional cuts de-
scribed below, dependent on the hadronic invariant mass,
were performed to further reduce the backgrounds.
– Decays with low hadronic mass were more heavily con-

taminated by muons and electrons. In the region mh <
0.3 GeV/c2, the hadron identification criteria were
tighter. To reject electrons, it was required that the as-
sociated electromagnetic energy deposited in the first 4
layers of the HPC be less than 2 GeV, or that there be
associated energy in the HCAL beyond its first layer.
The momentum of the single charged particle had to
be greater than 0.037 × pbeam to ensure that it had
sufficient momentum to reach the muon chambers or
at least the outer part of the HCAL, thus enabling ef-
ficient rejection of muon background. Muons were re-
jected by requiring that Ehlay be greater than 2 GeV or
Ehlay was zero and that there be no hit in the muon
chambers. In the regions which were not covered by
the muon system, the muon veto was complemented
with the requirement of no associated energy in the
two outer HCAL layers.

– In the region 0.3 GeV/c2 < mh < 1.9 GeV/c2, the
background from muons was small enough not to re-
quire additional suppression. To reject electrons it was
required that the electromagnetic energy deposited in
the first 4 layers of the HPC be less than 5 GeV, or
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that there be associated energy in the HCAL beyond
its first layer.

In the forward region the dE/dx cut was tightened to
Ππ

dE/dx < 1.5 and the different cuts on the energy depo-
sition on the first 4 layer of the HPC were replaced by a
requirement EEMF /p < 0.6.

In order to reduce the contamination from µ+µ− and
e+e− events further it was required that there be no sin-
gle particle in the opposite hemisphere with momentum or
electromagnetic energy greater than 0.85 × Ebeam (tight-
ened in the forward region to p < 0.8 × Ebeam and E <
0.7 × Ebeam).

The sample remaining after the cuts contained 54080 τ
decays, selected with an efficiency of 66.5% within the an-
gular acceptance. The background consisted of 3.0% from
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Table 4. Number of selected decays and expected composition of the main
channels in percentages in each mass range of measured mass for the one prong
inclusive analysis. The sixth and seventh columns show the percentage of the
data sample estimated to come from other tau decays or from non-tau back-
grounds

Mass range Ndata Signal channels Background channels
[GeV/c2] πν ρν a1ν Other τ decays Non τ decays
0.00-0.30 15466 68.4 21.1 3.2 5.6 1.9
0.30-0.55 5608 7.0 69.3 14.2 8.7 1.0
0.55-0.70 8564 1.8 79.9 14.2 3.8 0.5
0.70-0.85 10333 1.0 77.5 17.8 3.5 0.3
0.85-1.05 7149 1.4 56.6 35.6 5.7 0.7
1.05-1.30 4459 2.0 36.1 50.1 11.0 0.7
1.30-1.90 2501 4.6 32.5 44.2 16.8 2.0

Table 5. Systematic errors in 〈Pτ 〉 for the inclusive hadronic
analysis

Systematic source barrel forward
Simulation statistics 0.0025 0.008
electron/muon rejection 0.0036 0.007
γ efficiency 0.0020 0.002
τ branching ratios 0.0024 0.002
Non-τ background 0.0011 0.008
neutral energy scale and reso. 0.0029 0.003
momentum scale and reso. 0.0018 0.002
Radiative corrections 0.001 0.001
Total 0.0065 0.014

other τ decays and 1.1% from non-τ sources. The distri-
bution of the hadronic mass is presented in Fig. 13 for the
barrel candidates. Table 4 shows the sample composition
as estimated by simulation, for the three main signal chan-
nels and backgrounds, as a function of the invariant mass.
The average efficiency for hadronic channels is 76%. The
efficiencies for the πν and ρν channels are 75% and 83%
respectively, much higher than for the exclusive analyses
where more stringent cuts were made to remove the ρν
and a1ν decays, respectively.

The polarisation was estimated using a 3-dimensional
fit to the variables Mh, cos θh, and cosψh, which is closely
related to the emission angle of the charged pion in the
hadronic rest frame (as described in (10)):

cosψh =
Ech − Eneu

Ech + Eneu
, (15)

where Ech is the energy of the charged particle in the de-
cay calculated using the measured momentum and the π
mass, and Eneu is the neutral energy in a cone of half-
angle of 30◦ about the charged particle. The invariant
mass range was split into seven non uniform bins (as in
Table 4) chosen to be more sensitive to the different reso-
nances in the sample. In the first mass bin cosψh was not

used, since π decays are the dominant source in this bin
for which cosψh has no significance.

The polarisation, Pτ , was fitted in each of the eight
bins of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 2. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The distributions of cos θh and cosψh, summed over
all cosΘ bins, are displayed in Fig. 14, with the simulated
distributions for the fitted value of 〈Pτ 〉 superimposed.

The momentum dependent efficiency for hadrons sur-
viving the muon and electron rejection cuts was estimated
using test samples of pions as explained in Sect. 6.3. In an
analogous manner, test samples were used to estimate the
uncertainty due to background from other τ decays.

The knowledge of the γ reconstruction efficiency, lim-
ited by the loss of neutral showers in the HPC due to
threshold effects and dead space, was responsible for an
additional uncertainty. The loss of photons causes migra-
tion of ρ and a1 to lower invariant mass bins, distorting
the measured polarisation. The neutral reconstruction effi-
ciency in τ decays was known to better than 4%, from the
comparison of different γ related distributions like those
shown in Fig. 3. An extra loss of this amount was forced
in the simulation and the variation of the result was taken
as systematic error.

The branching ratios of the πν, ρν and ππ0π0ν decay
modes of the τ were varied by the uncertainties in the
world average values in [25] and its effect on the measure-
ment was included in the systematic error.

A shower from a π0 or photon could accidentally be
associated to the charged particle, causing the variables
used in the analysis to be mismeasured. This was studied
by adding the full energy associated to the charged track in
the HPC into the neutral cone energy in the definitions of
cos θh and cosψh. The change in the measured polarisation
was negligible in the overall fit and in each mass bin.

The uncertainty in knowledge of the external back-
ground was also propagated to the polarisation measure-
ment. For the forward region this contribution was impor-
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Fig. 14a–e. For the one-prong hadron
inclusive analysis, the projections of the
cos θh vs cosψh 2-dimensional distribu-
tions for the three invariant mass re-
gions (only cos θh for the first mass
range, where cosψh has no signifi-
cance): a mh < 0.3 GeV/c2; b and c
0.3 GeV/c2 < mh < 0.9 GeV/c2; d
and e 0.9 GeV/c2 < mh < 1.8 GeV/c2;
The circles are data and the solid line is
simulation for the fitted value of 〈Pτ 〉.
The hatched area is background and the
dashed and dotted lines correspond to
the positive and the negative polarisa-
tion contributions respectively

tant due to the increase of the Bhabha scattering cross
section.

The uncertainty due to radiative corrections in the τ
decay processes was estimated in the manner described in
Sect. 6.3 and 6.4.

Other important contributions to the systematic error
were the effect on the measurement of the momentum and
energy scales and resolution.

The uncertainties are listed in Table 5. The total sys-
tematic uncertainty in the combined value of 〈Pτ 〉 was
0.0065 in the barrel and 0.014 in the forward region.

8 Neural network selection

In addition to the previously described exclusive and in-
clusive measurements a different approach using neural
network techniques was used. All one prong decays were
classified into five categories (e, µ, π, ρ and a1) using a
neural network. A polarisation estimator was built as de-
fined in Sect. 2 according to the assigned class: the mo-
mentum for leptonic decays, cos θh for the π, and two-
dimensional distributions of cos θ versus cosψ for the ρ
and a1. A simultaneous fit of the five data distributions to
a linear combination of simulated +1 and −1 polarisation
distributions was performed.
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Table 6. Efficiency matrix for the neural network classification. Each row represents the proba-
bilities to classify a given decay in each of the categories (defined with respect to the sample of
preselected events)

Probability of classification (%)
assigned class τ → eνeντ τ → µνµντ τ → π/Kντ τ → ρντ τ → a1ντ

generated decay
τ → eνeντ 95.86±0.05 0.09±0.01 2.34±0.04 1.56±0.03 0.15±0.01
τ → µνµντ 0.07±0.01 97.05±0.04 2.56±0.04 0.29±0.01 0.03±0.01
τ → πντ 3.73±0.05 2.81±0.05 84.79±0.10 7.46±0.07 1.21±0.03
τ → ρντ 1.68±0.03 0.60±0.02 8.16±0.05 79.91±0.08 9.65±0.06
τ → a1ντ 1.05±0.04 0.19±0.02 1.83±0.05 40.79±0.17 56.14±0.17
τ → Kντ 0.25±0.05 2.38±0.16 88.90±0.34 7.59±0.28 0.87±0.10
other 1-prong 1.89±0.07 0.90±0.05 17.04±0.19 39.66±0.25 40.50±0.25

Neural networks optimise the statistical discrimination
of multidimensional variables for non linear problems, in-
cluding correlations of the variables. This is especially
useful for the discrimination of hadronic decays, where
the separation comes from the relationship of several vari-
ables, each of them having small sensitivity.

A feed-forward neural network was used [26]. The net-
work was fed with eleven discriminant variables as input:

– Momentum of the charged particle,
– ΠdE/dx for electron hypothesis as defined in Sect. 6.1,
– ΠE/p for electron hypothesis as defined in Sect. 6.1,
– Fraction of energy deposited in the first four layers of

the HPC by the charged particle, Aem,
– Number of hits in the muon chambers associated to

the charged particle,
– Average HCAL energy as defined in Sect. 6.1, Ehlay,
– Fraction of energy deposited in the last two layers of

the HCAL, Ahad,
– Number of photons counting the showers identified as

coming from a π0 as two,
– Total invariant mass,
– Invariant mass of the neutrals,
– Neutral energy in the electromagnetic calorimeters.

The neural network was created using the SNNS [27]
software package. Different network architectures (varying
numbers of hidden layers and neurons in the hidden layers)
were tested to find the simplest network providing the
best separation on simulated test samples. A network with
three fully connected layers was chosen with the following
characteristics:

– input layer with 11 neurons, corresponding to the 11
variables characterising the decay described above,

– one hidden layer with 7 neurons,
– one output layer with 5 neurons whose values could

vary between 0 and 1, each neuron corresponding to
one of the five categories into which the decay can be
classified.

The weights or importance of the connections were
optimised with a training procedure performed using a
sample of 7500 simulated decays with 1500 in each class.

Table 7. Number of decays and purity (estimated from the
simulation and using the world-average values for the τ de-
cay branching ratios) in each channel for the selection of the
exclusive 1−prong τ decay channels with a neural network

Number Purity of
τ decay mode selected decays the samples (%)
τ → eνeντ 18434 89.4 ± 0.1
τ → µνµντ 19811 94.3 ± 0.1
τ → π/Kντ 14850 73.2 ± 0.1
τ → ρντ 26548 75.4 ± 0.1
τ → a1ντ 9446 53.2 ± 0.2

The training consisted in minimising, as a function of the
weights, the Euclidean distance of the five output values
to the known truth (1 for the neuron corresponding to
the known decay and 0 for all other neurons). Therefore
the output values tended to be close to 1 for one output
neuron and to 0 for the remaining ones. The minimisation
is done using the method of back-propagation with the
gradient descent [26].

The decays were classified following the “winner rule”,
i.e. according to the neuron whose output is maximum,
but other methods were tested and are discussed below.
Samples of positive and negative helicity simulated tau
decays were passed through the network to estimate back-
grounds and selection efficiencies. These samples were in-
dependent of the training sample to avoid overtraining.
Table 6 shows the probability, with respect to the prese-
lected event sample, of assigning a given channel to a given
class as estimated by the simulation after the corrections
discussed in previous sections. Table 7 shows the purity
and number of selected hemispheres in each class. The
use of the neural network provided an optimal separation
of the five channels for the 11 variables chosen, increasing
the selection efficiency of the linear cut selections while
keeping similar background levels.

The polarisation Pτ was fitted in each of the six bins
of cosΘ as described in Sect. 2. The results are shown
in Table 2. The extraction of the electroweak parameters
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Table 8. Systematic errors in 〈Pτ 〉 for the neural network
analysis

Systematic source ∆〈Pτ 〉
Simulation statistics 0.0031
muon ID 0.0015
electron ID 0.0020
Neutral energy scale and resol. 0.0027
momentum scale and resol. 0.0019
γ efficiency 0.0024
τ branching ratios 0.0017
Non-τ background 0.0007
Radiative corrections 0.001
Total 0.0061

from these numbers is described in Sect. 9.2 and results
are given in Table 9.

The systematic errors were estimated in a similar way
to the standard cuts analyses. The detector response was
compared in real data and simulated test samples selected
independently, and all discrepancies or corrections in vari-
ables related to the inputs were propagated through the
network to the results. The momentum and energy scales
were treated similarly. The network stability was checked,
by repeating the training several times and changing the
classification procedure: events were classified in a given
class if the corresponding neuron had a value larger than
0.51. Both methods gave compatible results. The possi-
ble bias on the polarisation induced by the experimental
precision in the branching ratios was estimated repeating
the fit with these branching ratios as free parameters (in
addition to 〈Pτ 〉) fitting them from the relative amount of
data in each class. The total systematic uncertainty was
0.0061, with the main sources listed in Table 8.

9 Extraction of Aτ and Ae

9.1 Method

To determine Aτ and Ae , the average polarisation, 〈Pτ 〉,
was measured as a function of the polar angle Θ as sum-
marised in Tables 1 and 2. A fit to the theoretical expecta-
tion in terms of Aτ and Ae was performed. In the previous
analyses [5,6], the Born level equivalence 4

3AFB = Aτ ·Ae
was used in the formula in equation 3, a simultaneous fit
to Aτ and Ae was performed and the values obtained were
corrected accounting for effects such as the QED contribu-
tion, radiation or centre-of-mass energy dependence. This
correction was O(0.005) for both Aτ and Ae . However,
it was found that this procedure was not ideal for the
precision required with the present data, because firstly
the above factorisation is not a good approximation af-
ter radiative corrections and secondly, because AFB has

1 a small fraction of the events were not selected by this
procedure and as a consequence it gave slightly better purity
than the “winner rule” for slightly lower efficiencies

a strong centre-of-mass energy dependence. The offset in-
duced on Aτ and Ae is of the order of 0.001 on the Z peak,
but can be as large as 0.030 for Ae in the off-peak points,
although the smaller amount of data off-peak and the par-
tial cancellation of higher and lower energies make the ef-
fect on the global result much smaller. To avoid any possi-
ble bias from this source a more precise approach was used.
The fit was performed using as an estimation of Pτ (cosΘ)
the ZFITTER [28] prediction averaged in cosΘ over the
bin width and the centre-of-mass energies (weighted by the
corresponding luminosities). This automatically included
QED and weak effects. As a consequence, the fitted val-
ues were the polarisation parameters Aτ and Ae defined
in equations 1 and 2 in terms of the improved Born cou-
plings. The uncertainty in the top quark mass and the
unknown Higgs boson mass had a negligible effect.

9.2 Results

The average polarisation in each channel was obtained as
a function of cosΘ, as explained in Sects. 6, 7 and 8. The
results are shown in Tables 1 and 2, both for the new anal-
yses of 1993 to 1995 data and for those already published
for 1991 and 1992 [5]. To account for the common sys-
tematic between the new and published data and for the
new approach for the theoretical expectation the following
procedure was followed:

– new and published average polarisations values were
combined for each channel and for each cosΘ bin

– Aτ and Ae were fitted from the cosΘ dependence for
each channel

– the values for Aτ and Ae for all channels were com-
bined together and with the 1990 result (which was
not analysed in terms of cosΘ).

All available data (new and published) for a given
channel and a given cosΘ were combined together tak-
ing into account systematic correlations. The result of this
combination is also shown in Tables 1 and 2. The consis-
tency between results was good, a χ2 of 43 for 36 d.o.f.
(probability of 20%) was found for the combination.

The average polarisation as a function of the polar
angle was then fitted to the ZFITTER theoretical expec-
tation and Aτ and Ae were obtained for each analysed
channel. These results are shown in Table 9. The fact that
most of the systematic errors described in the previous sec-
tion were totally correlated between different bins in cosΘ
was taken into account. This had the effect that the error
propagated by the fit to Aτ was essentially the quoted er-
ror on 〈Pτ 〉. On the contrary this had a negligible effect
on Ae , because to first order Ae is calculated from the
difference of 〈Pτ 〉 between bins symmetric with respect to
cosΘ = 0 and therefore there is a cancellation of those
systematic errors that are correlated between bins.

For equivalent reasons, other systematic uncertainties
in the polarisation affect Ae if they are forward-backward
asymmetric and charge dependent. An example is the
track curvature in the TPC, which can be offset by de-
tector effects differently for opposite hemispheres, causing
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Table 9. Fit results for individual channels (91 to 95 data).
Uncertainties are statistical followed by systematic for Aτ and
only statistical for Ae (all channels had a 0.0005 correlated
systematic error). The last column shows the χ2 and degrees
of freedom of the fit

Channel Aτ Ae χ2

τ → eνν̄ 0.166 ± 0.038 ± 0.042 0.182 ± 0.058 4.2/4
τ → µνν̄ 0.149 ± 0.029 ± 0.020 0.106 ± 0.039 6.7/6
τ → π(K)ν 0.187 ± 0.020 ± 0.022 0.127 ± 0.031 11.7/4
τ → ρν 0.116 ± 0.019 ± 0.016 0.143 ± 0.028 6.5/4
τ → a1ν 0.133 ± 0.034 ± 0.032 0.162 ± 0.050 0.9/4
Inclusive 0.1268 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0070 0.1400 ± 0.0131 5.3/6
Neural net 0.1348 ± 0.0123 ± 0.0061 0.1369 ± 0.0183 0.6/4

different charge-dependent losses in sector boundaries of
the TPC for positive and negative z. This, however, was
estimated to have negligible effect on Ae . Misidentification
of the τ charge from its decay products was estimated on
data to be 0.45 ± 0.15%. The choice of the decay prod-
uct polar angle, rather than that of the τ , smears the
cosΘ distributions. A similar but smaller effect was pro-
duced by the resolution and calibration of Θ. From the
approximate formula 3 and neglecting quadratic terms in
A, it was found that all these effects produced a reduction
in Ae , which was proportional to the r.m.s. of the differ-
ence between the real and estimated polar angles. From
the charge misidentification, estimated from data, and the
Θ resolution (including both detector effects and the as-
sumption that the decay product reproduces the τ direc-
tion), estimated from simulation, this effect was found to
be 1.2 ± 0.4%. Therefore, Ae was corrected with a multi-
plicative factor of 1.012 and a contribution of 0.004Ae was
added to its systematic uncertainty.

The fact that some of the errors depended on Θ, non-
tau background or identification in the end-caps, was also
considered. In all cases their contribution to Ae systematic
error was negligible, although the central values of Ae and
Aτ were affected due to the change in the relative weights
of the different measurements.

The fitted results of Aτ and Ae per channel were com-
bined together and with the 1990 result [4] of Aτ = 0.24±
0.07, where the analysis was not performed in terms of
cosΘ. The statistical correlations between the measure-
ments obtained with the different analyses are summarised
in Table 10. These were found by estimating the sensitivity
to the polarisation and the number of decays contained in
the overlaps of the samples. For the inclusive hadronic and
neural network analyses the samples used correspond to
the full results, rather than the subsamples corresponding
to different exclusive decay modes. The correlation in the
systematic errors between channels was taken into account
in the combination. The statistical error of the simulation
was combined with the same correlation coefficients as the
data. The errors arising from the limited statistics in data
samples for data/simulation comparisons (particle identi-
fication and energy and momentum scale and resolution)

Table 10. Statistical correlation between measurements for
1993 to 1995 data (negligible if not mentioned)

Channels Inclusive Neural Network
τ → eνν̄ - 0.05
τ → µνν̄ - 0.04
τ → π(K)ν 0.2 0.4
τ → ρν 0.5 0.5
Inclusive 1 0.7

were treated as fully correlated when the same data sam-
ple was used and as completely independent otherwise.
The error produced by the external background was also
considered as fully correlated when it was caused by the
same type of process.

The results were:

Aτ = 0.1359 ± 0.0079 ± 0.0055, χ2 = 7.4/7,

Ae = 0.1382 ± 0.0116 ± 0.0005, χ2 = 1.6/6

and assuming leptonic universality:

A
l
= 0.1368 ± 0.0065 ± 0.0035, χ2 = 9.0/13

where the first error is statistical and the second system-
atic. The χ2 reflects the consistency of the different mea-
surements. The statistical error has been multiplied by a
factor 1.02 to take account of the anticorrelation of the
τ+ and τ− helicities in an event and the consequent un-
derestimation of the statistical error in events where both
τ+ and τ− where analysed. This effect was estimated on
simulation and accounted for the fraction of events where
both τ− and τ+ were analysed as well as for the sensitivity
to the polarisation of each decay. The correlation between
the values of Aτ and Ae was 0.03.

Another approach, equivalent statistically, which pro-
vided additional information of the compatibility of the
different analyses was also used. In each cosΘ bin the aver-
age polarisation for all channels (new and published data)
were combined taking into account the statistical and sys-
tematic correlations. The results are shown in Table 11
and in Fig. 15. The χ2 of the combination was 50.7 for
38 d.o.f. (8% probability), indicating again that the dif-
ferent channels gave compatible results, not only in the
fitted parameters but also in their cosΘ dependence. The
parameters were fitted in the same way as before, giving
the same results within numerical round-offs. The χ2 of
the fit was 5.7 for 6 d.o.f.

It was checked that both central values and errors did
not depend strongly on the correlation coefficients. The
numbers were stable under absolute modifications of ±0.2
in these coefficients. The inclusion of several channels with
strong correlations, namely the inclusive and neural net-
work analyses, does not affect the final result significantly.
Removing the neural network analysis or the inclusive
analysis does not produce a significantly different result.
Moreover, this redundancy constitutes a cross-check for
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Fig. 15. Data points show measured Pτ as a function of cosΘ.
The full curve represents theoretical expectation for the fit re-
sult

the measurements, since inconsistencies would be reflected
in a poor χ2.

Although after the different fits, the different sources
of systematic errors on Aτ are not well defined, an at-
tempt was made to estimate the main contributions to
the overall result. The complete procedure was repeated
neglecting a given error source, and the quadratic differ-
ence of the errors with or without that source was taken
as an estimate of the contribution of that source to the
overall error. For Ae the correlation between systematic
errors is almost 100% and therefore the contributions to
the total error are equivalent to those described in the
previous section. The main contributions for Aτ and Ae
are summarised in Table 12.

10 Summary and conclusions

The polarisation of the τ and its polar angle dependence
have been determined firstly through the study of exclu-
sive decay channels, secondly from an inclusive analysis,
and thirdly with a neural network selection. The results
agree well with the results in our previous publication
based on 1990 to 1992 data [5] and have thus been com-
bined. The different measurements were found to be con-
sistent with each other. They are summarised in Table 9.
The polar angle dependence is displayed in Fig. 15 and in
Table 11. The results were

Aτ = 0.1359 ± 0.0079(stat) ± 0.0055(sys)

Ae = 0.1382 ± 0.0116(stat) ± 0.0005(sys) .

Table 11. τ polarisation values in bins of cosΘ for the combi-
nation of all analyses 1991 to 1995 data. The errors are statis-
tical and systematic combined in quadrature. The final column
shows for each bin the χ2 of the combination

cosΘ Pτ χ2/d.o.f.
−0.940,−0.732 −0.012 ± 0.043 0.6/1
−0.732,−0.488 −0.025 ± 0.020 5.5/6
−0.488,−0.244 −0.021 ± 0.021 10.0/6
−0.244, 0.000 −0.116 ± 0.023 8.5/6

0.000,+0.244 −0.147 ± 0.023 15.6/6
+0.244,+0.488 −0.223 ± 0.020 6.8/6
+0.488,+0.732 −0.259 ± 0.020 3.1/6
+0.732,+0.940 −0.199 ± 0.043 0.2/1

Table 12. Contributions to the systematic errors in Aτ and
Ae for 1990 to 1995 data

Systematic source ∆Aτ

Simulation statistics 0.0023
γ ID/ fake γ rejection 0.0028
Neutral energy scale 0.0012
momentum scale 0.0013
τ branching ratios 0.0016
Non-τ background 0.0013
leptonic ID/rejection 0.0026
others 0.0015
Systematic source ∆Ae

τ charge 0.0005
τ direction 0.0002

From these results the ratios of the effective weak cou-
plings of the τ and e are calculated to be:

v̄τ/āτ = 0.0683 ± 0.0048,

v̄e/āe = 0.0694 ± 0.0058,

supporting the hypothesis of lepton universality.
The assumption of lepton universality gives the results:

A
l
= Aτ = Ae = 0.1368 ± 0.0065(stat) ± 0035(sys)

and the ratio of effective leptonic couplings,

v̄l/āl = 0.0687 ± 0.0037,

leading to the result

sin2 θlept
eff = 0.23282 ± 0.00092,

compatible with the values obtained from other measure-
ments [6] of the τ polarisation at LEP and with an im-
proved precision. The result is also compatible with other
sin2 θlept

eff measurements [29]. A significant improvement in
the precision with respect to previous DELPHI results [5]
has been achieved.
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